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• ICO Max’s tokens are a type of securities and will be issued in accordance with 
the requirements of Swiss law for this category of tokens and the terms of 
their release, including the mandatory registration of tokens and the passage 
of KYC procedures for individuals purchasing the tokens. Nevertheless, ICO 
cannot guarantee the growth in value of tokens. Like any security, the ICO 
Max token is an investment the involves risk and potential reward, the value of 
which is determined by the laws of market.

• Purchasing tokens always carries risks. There is a possibility that the market 
value of tokens will decrease and investors will have losses associated with the 
purchase of tokens.

• All decisions about the purchasing ICO Max tokens must be made 
independently by investors, based on their own experience and acquired 
knowledge. This White Paper is not an advice to buy tokens. If you do not have 
enough knowledge or you have doubt, it is necessary to consult your financial 
or investment adviser or other independent source.

• Before making a decision about the investing, investors should evaluate all the 
potential risks associated with cryptocurrency investments, get advice about 
the regulation of cryptocurrency in their country, and study the specifics of 
legal regulation and tax control in their country. ICO Max is not responsible 
for the actions of third parties and cannot foresee how the cryptocurrency 
legislation in certain countries will be regulated. If the  cryptocurrency in your 
country is prohibited, you should not buy ICO Max tokens.

• To reduce the risks associated with the actions of third parties and, in 
particular, not to depend on the Ethereum volatility on the basis of which ICO 
Max tokens will initially function, a transition to own blockchain is planned.

• Before the purchasing tokens, you must carefully examine the information 
provided in this White Paper, and the other information related to ICO Max, 
and to explore independent sources of information. In case of doubt, consult a 
competent specialist.

• ICO Max is not responsible for your decisions, as well as for the actions of 
third parties, including for decisions of state authorities regulating the 
cryptocurrency, for decisions of regulators and the actions of cryptocurrency 
exchanges.

• We strive to ensure that our White Paper contains the most complete 
and accurate information about ICO Max. Nevertheless, we disclaim all 
responsibility for any losses that may arise, regardless if they arise due to 
the inaccuracy, irrelevance or incompleteness of submitted material, so we 
strongly recommend that in addition to the data of White Papers, the investor 
study other independent materials and, if necessary, get advice from relevant 
specialists.

The Limitation of 
Liability
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Introduction

ICO Max is the world’s 
first complete, 100% 
regulatory compliant 
platform for investment 
and underwriting of Initial 
Coin Offerings offered in 
the world.
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The goal of ICO Max is to protect investors as much as possible from sub-standard quality 
ICO offerings, by providing an automated, convenient, transparent and fully legal platform. 
This platform is unique because it provides a mobile-device App that analyzes and evaluates 
shares of start-ups from the first day of their launch – all in real time.

Inrtodution

Underwriting
Legal Due Diligence and

Public Disclosure Documentation

Valuation
Comparative Analysis 
and Proper Rating

Global Exchange
App-based pre-marketing, Pre-

filed KYC’s, Worldwide distribution

Post ICO Marketing
App-based pre-marketing, Pre-
filed KYC’s, Worldwide distribution

Post ICO Disclosure
App-based quarterly summary 

reports and Press Releases

Based in Switzerland and operating in compliance with 
all Swiss regulatory laws, the ICO Max Platform consists of 

5 services:
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The global investment and underwriting Platform “ICO Max” is designed to bring together 
investors and traders interested in the dynamic, automatically updated analytics of Startup 
Issuers and purchasing/selling their shares (tokens) (“Startup Issuers”) in the early stages of 
project development. 

The driving force for investors is the unique algorithms for the valuation of Startup Issuer 
activities based on artificial Intelligence (“AI”), which are expressed in a dynamically updated 
valuation of third-party project’s tokens in fiat currency. ICO Max is also intended to be a global 
Platform for Startup Issuers to post information about their projects and thereby to increase 
the trust and knowledge of themselves and their companies by investors, and to attract the 
initial investment to launch the start-up.

Security of the Platform design is based on smart contracts using Decentralized Autonomous 
Organization (“DAO”) ICO principles and can be used to promote, develop and maintain the 
start-ups that are registered on it with absolute security.
The Platform offers the tools for automated asset management. The blockchain technology 
provides the transparency of information about Startup Issuers and their tokens presented on 
the Platform, as well as the voting of tokens holders and support the projects development in 
right direction. That is, the holders of tokens can perform classic corporate actions in Startup 
Issuers, such as the investment planning, the voting, the gathering of shareholders’ council, 
the participation in decision-making and advice, in which direction the start-up should be 
developed.

The tokens of ICO Max also bring to its investors the dividends (where applicable) not only from 
the activities of ICO Max, but also from all the Startup Issuers registered on the Platform.

The goal of Platform is to ensure the maximum protection of the rights of investors and their 
investments, which are provided with support before, during and after ICO.

Inrtodution
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The Fundamental 
Principles of ICO Max

Here investors will receive the tools for automated management of Startup Issuers, the tokens 
of which they bought, and the analysis of these projects. Startup Issuers are provided with the 
support of loyal investors, getting the first investments, as well as the  financial and marketing 
assistance in development within the framework of single Platform. This will allow  the 
investors to make more profitable and balanced decisions, and allow Startup Issuers to develop 
dynamically with constant feedback from the investor marketplace.

Every token holder has the right to vote, to submit topics for discussion, to gather the 
shareholders’ council (token holders), to appoint and partly remove managers, and to 
participate in the discussion of the results of startup activities.

The analysis of the projects located on the Platform is mostly automated, with the help of AI 
and unique mechanisms for collecting statistics, comparing to other issuers and analyzing the 
reported information. The advantage of our statistics and the system of valuation is in their 
dynamism and visibility. Real-time statistics reflect the history of the successes and failures of 
Startup Issuers, and the upcoming events and evaluation of the project’s token value related to 
its events. The history of start-up development and activity of each team member is compared 
with the dynamics of change the  price of startup token for the entire period of its activity. The 
statistics are maintained for each project and founder registered on the Platform, every day in 
real time, and the blockchain technology ensures its transparency and availability for analysis 
by users.

ICO Max offers a selection of promising projects 
for investment with the maximum protection of 
investors’ rights.
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The Difference from 
Competitors

The global token market offers different approaches to the self-regulation of a token’s offer: 
they can be provided with securities, resources, goods, or services. But there is still no Platform 
that would offer an open sale of securities guaranteed by the reputation of startup’s team, its 
past activities, product’s idea, development dynamics and business activity. And there is no 
market of securities that could be valued using AI from the first day of a startup’s business and 
immediately traded at a price determined by market, observing the legislation and legal norms 
of major world regulators.

Interaction with founders
Solving these problems, ICO Max primarily cares about the investors, offering them a 
transparent and open mechanism of interaction with the founders of the Startup Issuer. 
Investors who own the Security tokens have more protection rights compared with investors 
who own Utility tokens, because the Security tokens will be registered by the regulator and 
issued in accordance with the regulator’s requirements.

Founders

Investor
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The Difference from Competitors

Flyerdrop is a unique service for the distribution of tokens 
through printed flyers that our partners distribute at the 
largest blockchain conferences. Any startup can publish a 
certain number of flyers, which will be printed and handed 
out to potential investors. You can immediately buy the 
tokens using a mobile application and start trading them.

Unique marketing
and infomation tools
The marketing tools distinguish our investment Platform from everyone else. 
The main goal of tools is to give the Startup Issuers an opportunity to advertise and present 
themselves both offline and online through the network of our affiliated representatives which 
will visit the blockchain conferences with which ICO Max signed the exclusive marketing 
contracts. 
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The Difference from Competitors

Airdrop Is a classic service for the distribution of online tokens, through 
the social networks, chat rooms, mail, etc. The distribution work is done 
by the members of Bounty who are essentially the sales consultants. 
They receive a commission by startup’s tokens that is promoted for 
their work. The amount of reward depends on their activity and the 
amount of personally raised funds. This significantly reduces the cost 
of Startup Issuers for the promotion and simultaneously increases the 
recognition of the project.

The regulators created by states to control securities exchanges today have little interaction 
with ICO industry. This is due to the absence of unified methods of interaction with investors 
and high volatility of the market, causing increased risk for investors. More recently, regulators 
are changing their strategy by providing more guidelines for the issuance of ICO’s (for 
example, Startup Issuers must be registered and transparent for analysis) or prohibiting them 
if a Startup Issuer does not comply with the legal norms of any country and the regulator’s 
requirements.

Investors benefit from additional security guidelines for their investments, transparency and 
legal protection. Therefore, ICO Max will interact with all global regulators to create a «bridge» 
that connects local laws and ICO by a blockchain. 

Improved interaction with 
regulators and the state
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The Existing Problems 
in ICO Market

High Volatility

Confrontations between ICO, 
Regulators and Exchanges

The Absence of Uniform
Safety Standards
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According to a study published by EY (http://www.ey.com/Publication/vwLUAssets/ey-research-
initial-coin-offerings-icos/$File/ey-research-initial-coin-offerings-icos.pdf), the absence of 
fundamental valuation and due diligence leads to a strong volatility in token’s market. Paul 
Brody, the leader of EY Global Innovation Blockchain has said: «As ICO continues to gain 
popularity and leading players are emerging around the world there is a risk that the amount 
of investment will reduce the quality of ICO’s being offered.

High Volatility

How a token should be valuated:
Token types and forecasts

How token is actually valuated:
Token types and forecasts

DCF, multiples

Based on the value of an 
asset backing the token

Determined by the balance 
between the number of 
tokens (T) and their turnover 
for the period (V) with the 
price (P) and the volume of 
services (Q) on the platform 
for the same period: TV = PQ

The value of the token 
is inverse to the cost of  
services, which creates 
valuation loop.

After going live, projects 
often start to accept fiat 
currency, reducing the value 
and price  of the token

Capped unding when tokens 
are sold at a fixed price. Usually 
create rush and funding round 
closing in minutes or seconds. 

Uncapped funding, token 
price is established at the end 
of an ICO. This often creates 
unexpected dilution due to 
uncertainty in total funding 
until the end of an ICO and the 
inability to reverse transactions. 
Many investors wait until the 
last hour, creating an order 
overload and network jam.

Token sale in several currencies 
(crypto/fiat) on several 
platforms creates possibility of 
an arbitrage and xRates spikes.

Discount for early investors. 
Bounty tokens are often sold-
out right after trading has 
begun, crashing the price of a 
token.

Founders can withdraw tokens 
from market, issue new ones 
and change token functionality. 
This increases the uncertainty 
and price volatility.

The Existing Problems in ICO Market

Security

Asset/
collectable

Means of 
payment
(utility token)

Limited 
time/funds

Currency of 
funds raised

Bounty

Token 
emission\
and 
withdrawal
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The Existing Problems in ICO Market

To raise trust among companies, businessmen, investors the high-risk investments need to be 
controlled. «A number of topical problems are on the agenda:

• The business takes badly the speculative tokens, as they increase the risks of investments 
and create the difficulties in working with them, while the technology of blockchain itself is 
useful for entrepreneurs;

• Unlike the IPO, many ICOs enter the market before building a business and getting a profit. 
Sometimes they do not even have a work product, which cause the speculation and high 
risk for investors;

• The crowded nature of the blockchain network: 110 ICOs were studied, they collected 87% 
of investments, of which more than 70% were based on Ethereum. Traders and business 
operations compete for a limited number of transaction slots;

• Security and regulation: phishing, and the theft of addresses and passwords used for illegal 
operations with ICOs move from one jurisdiction to another. Honest and profitable ICOs 
lose about 10% of their profits due to hacker attacks.”

Selling the idea is easier than selling an actual service: most ICO 
projects are in prototype stage, and their launches are expected 

in a year or more after the ICO.

Project stage
% total amount

Running projects

Prototype

Idea stage

5%

11%

85%

Planned launch time for projects in 
the prototype stage

39%

64%

5%

32%

Until the 
end of 
2017

2018 2019 Not
defined
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The Existing Problems in ICO Market

Sometimes it seems that the rules of regulators prevent the effective exchange of capital 
between the investors and business, and even the further development of ICO. But in fact, 
the SEC and similar institutions exist to protect the investors from unreasonable risks, which 
they may not know. At the same time, cryptocurrency exchanges have become popular both 
among the investors and among the issuers of tokens, as they streamline the process of 
capital’s exchange, and allow much faster transfer of information.

Confrontations between ICO, 
Regulators and Exchanges

China mainland

USA

UK

Canada

Singapore

Hong Kong

Australia

Switzerland

Japan

Isle of Man

Malaysia

Estonia

South Korea

Russia

New Zeland

Lithuania

2008 - 2015 2016 2017

Jan - June June - Sept Sept - Nov

Ban

Regulated by applicable law, in accordance with their nature

Active disscusions

Active support for ICO and Blockchain

No active posision (not enouth information)
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Most regulators move from ignoring ICOs to banning them or regulating them in 
accordance with token nature. But the interpretation of a token nature can greatly vary 

between countries/regions: property, shares, right to claim, and currency.



The business takes badly the speculative tokens, as they increase the risks of investments and 
create the difficulties in working with them, while the technology of blockchain itself is useful 
for entrepreneurs;

Unlike the IPO, many ICOs enter the market before building a business and getting a profit. 
Sometimes they do not even have a work product, which cause the speculation and high risk 
for investors;

The busy of blockchain network: 110 ICOs were studied, they collected 87% of investments, of 
which more than 70% were based on Ethereum. Traders and business operations compete for 
a limited number of transaction slots;

Security and regulation: the phishing, the theft of addresses and passwords  used for illegal 
operations with ICOs move from one jurisdiction to another. Honest and profitable ICOs lose 
about 10% of their profits due to hacker attacks.

At the moment there is no an uniform requirement for the security of tokens and protection 
of investors’ rights. ICO Max will work with regulators to define a new safety classification 
that conforms the laws of regulators and offers to token’s issuers and investors the speed and 
efficiency of digital transactions. Until this happens, ICO Max will issue only instruments that 
are legally considered «not» securities.

The Absence of Uniform 
Safety Standards

ICO Max believes that the Issuers of ICO’s should be responsible for informing investors about  
risks and protecting them from excessive losses. We need a unified mechanism to protect 
the rights of investors: for this purpose, ICO Max uses the DAO ICO principle, which, on the 
one hand, ensures the efficiency of operations with digital capital, and on the other protects 
the investor in ways similar to the rules of stock exchanges. The DAO principle means that all 
ICOs will be protected by the smart contracts which includes the principles of self-regulation 
provided by the blockchain architecture.  

Regulators have strict rules regarding the advance publication of information about an Issuer 
and for securities the securities to be issued.  ON the ICO Max Platform, a Startup Issuer will 
only be registered after it has demonstrated that it has serious intentions, that the Issuer 
has undergone legal due-diligence to confirm the legal standing of the Issuer, and that the 
valuation and rating are assessable compared to other projects on the Platform.  All of these 
activities will serve to eliminate Ponzi schemes, and reduce fraudulent or overly speculative 
ICOs. Since the tokens of ICOs registered by regulators are provided with tangible or intangible 
assets, it reduces the volatility of price and provides better security to the investors.

The use of DAO to ICO will thin the market and will make it transparent, self-regulating and 
supported by government agencies. And also will protect the rights of investors and ensure the 
dynamic, consistent development of promising Startup Issuers. To apply the DAO ICO principle 
to practice, we are developing the necessary functionality and tools to protect the rights of 
investors and help to interact with regulators.

The Existing Problems in ICO Market
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The ICO Max 
Solution

The solution of ICO Max uses the DAO principle to 
ICO organization. In accordance with it ICO Max 
develops a set of functional for investors, traders, 
founders and members of the bounty on the 
basis of closed blockchain. In particular, investors 
will be able to select projects with an already 
confirmed history and protect their investments.

16



The ICO Max Solution

Investors on ICO Max Platform are the participants who have passed the procedure of 
KYC and planned the investments in a startup or a number of projects from a sum that 
is greater than $10,000. In exchange for their investment, they receive the tokens of 
projects in which they take part.

Purchasing the project’s tokens, investors can have the access to internal project 
information, to take part in its management as a shareholder, to vote, to discuss and 
make the adjustments to startup using the functionality of ICO Max Platform.

ICO Max for Investors

The protection of investors’ rights:

• The legal expertise of token’s issuer and 
verification of its claims;

• The verification of compliance of 
statements to the information from other 
sources;

• The use of KYC procedures and an 
investment’s limit that does not exceed 
the financial capacity of  investor;

• The maximum advertising of sales, to 
respond to the maximum number of 
investors;

• The development of a mechanism for 
token’s issuer to disclose the information 
about the progress and results of ICO 
by publishing a consolidated quarterly 
report. 

The dynamic statistics, updated in real 
time. An unique tool developed by ICO Max 
with the use of artificial intelligence and 
self-learning algorithms. It summarizes the 
experience of work of startup and its funders, 
the information about the team and their 
past projects, expressed in the dynamics of 
token’s rates. Based on the collected data, the 
analyst is automatically formed and formed 
the movement of startup’s tokens exchange 
rate, and prospects of development are 
determined.

TAO - the Tokenized Assets Offering. Startups 
registered by ICO Max issue the tokens, which 
are the securities tokens to attract the first 
investments and start their activities.

Legal support. The Platform publishes 
the information material and regulators’ 
requirements for ICO and type of issued 
tokens. This information is updated regularly 
on a planned timeline basis. Startup 
Issuers will be registered by the regulator 
in accordance with its requirements and 
jurisdiction of issue.

So the investor receives:
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The ICO Max Solution

Startup Issuers on the ICO Max Platform are represented by the owners who have 
registered their project on ICO Max Platform and update the information about its 
progress during the time and develop their project with the help of unique tools.

The founders are looking for the investments to their project issuing the tokens (shares) 
and providing an opportunity for investors or traders to purchase them in exchange for 
investment. Distributing the tokens, the funders follow the requirements of ICO Max 
Platform, dictated by regulators and investors.

ICO Max for Startups

The listing and online presentation of the 
project on the global ICO Max Platform. On 
ICO Max Platform, the information page 
about each participating Issuer is formatted 
in a unified and easily understandable form. 
For selected projects underwritten by ICO 
Max, our team analyzes the documentation 
of the Issuer, its team, the roadmap and other 
materials submitted by the potential Issuer. 
A full due diligence is made before accepting 
the Issuer onto the ICO Max Platform. 

An improved relationship between Issuers 
and token holders. The Startup Issuer can 
initiate the targeted messages to investors 
through a one-way chat that protects 
investors from spam. Also ICO Max has 
exclusively developed encrypted contacts to 
token holders contained in tokens, allowing 
the token holders to also communicate 
directly with the Issuer. 

In this way the funders receive:

Getting the first investments in the super-
early stages of project. It is usually difficult for 
new Startup Issuers with only a nascent idea 
and an emerging team, to access even the 
first $100,000 investment. It is much easier to 
do this from the framework of the ICO Max 
Platform with confirmed analytics, better and 
more consistent information for investors, 
and marketing tools on Platform.

The marketing and distribution of tokens 
through sellers. Tools such as Flyerdrop 
and Airdrop are developed to promote 
the Startup Issuers by providing online 
advertising and offline promotion. For 
investors who have pre-registered their 
KYC information on the Platform (called 
“Members”), these Members will receive the 
information about all closed and private 
sales of tokens, conducted by subscription 
with maximum discounts, because they are 
pre-registered as Members and ICO Max will 
know in advance that they are pre-cleared as 
eligible investors.

18



The ICO Max Solution

Legal support for Security Tokens when 
issued. The provision of legal services, and 
assistance in working with regulators when 
creating Security tokens and in listing them 
in cryptocurrency exchanges so that they 
meet all the requirements of the regulator.

The community of advisers within the 
framework of DAO ICO and TAO mechanisms 
that provide the recommendations for 
the development of Startup Issuers and 
the stages of ICO. The development of 
mechanisms for token holders to make 
decisions on the further development of ICO.

The community of advisers within the 
framework of DAO ICO and TAO mechanisms 
that provide the recommendations for the 
development of startups and the stages 
of ICO. The development of mechanisms 
for token holders to make decisions on the 
further development of ICO.

Traders on the ICO Max Platform are the participants who have passed the KYC 
procedure and have the aim of trading the tokens of Startup Issuers after the ICO has 
been issued. Traders can buy or sell any quantity of shares and receive the reliable 
information about the activities of Startup Issuers and their founders due to the 
requirements that all issuers listing on the ICO Max Platform musyt comply with post 
ICO quarterly reporting.

Traders cannot be considered as founding investors and do not have the inherent 
privileges and opportunities of such invstors, but they do have the opportunity to see 
classified information about the activities of Startup Issuers, to vote and take part in the 
activities of Startup Issuers.

ICO Max for Traders

The purchase and sale of prospective Startup 
Issuers’ tokens. An internal exchange trading 
the tokens of registered Startup Issuers 
simplifies the work of traders and reduces 
the overhead costs associated with the use of 
third-party exchanges.

Project analytics. Traders have the access to 
analytics for each Startup Issuer presented 
on the Platform. Due to the analysis compiled 
by artificial intelligence based on dynamic 
statistics, traders can better compare and 
assess which Issuers are clear leaders, 
and those that have more inherent risk in 
evaluating and achieving future success.
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The ICO Max Solution

Bountists on ICO Max Platform are the participants who intend to distribute tokens of 
Startup Issuers for a fee determined by founders and shareholders’ council. Bountists work 
in the framework of marketing and sales, so they have the right only to distribute official 
information, sell tokens off the Platform and build the sales team.

Bountists have the opportunity to receive exclusive contracts for sales and marketing, have 
their own internal rating and reputation in system, which increases their sales profit and 
can help to build their structure, forming a sales team where the profit spreads according 
to the level in system.

ICO Max for Bounty

Referral system for selling tokens. Each 
Startup Issuer on the Platform will use its 
own system of referral links. Any member of 
a bounty can register in startup to promote 
their referral link. For attracted investors, they 
will receive an additional commission.

Pre-established sales channels. The members 
of a bounty can take the advantage of 
advertising materials presented on Platform, 
as well as built-in tools for promoting ICO.

In this way the Bountists receive:

The tokens of promising projects are given 
to bounty members for their promotion. The 
amount of payment depends on the activity 
of a bounty participant, personally attracted 
investments of Bountists, their team, their 
personal rating in the system and the 
amount of funds raised for the ICO.

The early information about the all 
conducted bounty campaigns will give an 
opportunity to earn more tokens. Members of 
the bounty receive the information about all 
conducted campaigns and their budgets in 
time.

The consultations about participation in 
bounty. Bountists can use the analytics 
provided by Startup Issuers to understand 
the prospect of participating in a particular 
bounty program.

Legal support and information support. 
Bountists are provided the information 
about the promotion of Startup Issuers and 
legal advice on protecting their rights when 
receiving tokens.
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Project Economics

Today the total amount of funds raised during ICO is approaching $6 billion per year (https://
www.coinschedule.com/stats.html), which is twice more the amount of venture investments in 
blockchain projects. But since the end of 2017, the flow of funds to ICO has slowed. Because of 
the absence of clear regulation, founders hide the tokens under the type of utility tokens, the 
Platform of Startup Issuers at the time of start of ICO is usually at the development stage, and 
the token contains a minimum of issuer’s obligations. ICO’s liquidity valuation is often based on 
a «fear of missing the profit,» rather than the project’s projections and the characterization of 
token.

Therefore, most regulators are moving from ignoring ICO’s to banning them or demanding 
strict obedience of existing securities laws in accordance with the nature of token.  This 
reduces or eliminates the ability for market players to develop self-regulation. One of the most 
interesting initiatives is the Simple Agreement for Future Tokens (SAFT). ICO has become a 
synonymous of hype and excessive risk, but they can really help to protect investors. The future 
of ICO will be determined by the transparency of blockchain technology and the ability to set 
new standards that will be accepted by all participants.

Today’s Situation in the ICO 
Market

$3,880,018,203
Total Number of ICOS: 210

$5,961,332,432
Total Number of ICOS: 176

$95,181,391
Total Number of ICOS: 43

April
2016      2017      2018
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It is difficult for a new Startup Issuer to attract the first $100,000, because investors are unable 
to immediately evaluate the potential of new idea, its viability, feasibility and profitability. As 
the experience of ICO conducted in 2017 has shown, many Issuers remained at the level of 
ideas, and the value of coins issued suffered dramatically as a result. Even those ICO’s that 
successfully realized their goals could not always could make a profit, because the finished 
product was not needed by anyone. And others lost the collected money on exchanges as a  
result of unsuccessful trades or were compromised, or for some other reasons their money was 
frozen by cryptocurrency exchanges. If in 2017 investors bought ICO tokens, hoping an increase 
of price, now, when the cryptocurrency is dropping, the need of valuation the prospects of ICO 
is the most relevant. And without the help of experts it is impossible to do.

The Positioning of ICO MAX 
on the Market

Project Economics
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Listing 
Platforms
icoalert.com
icowatchlist.com
icotracker.net

Ratings 
Platforms
icobench.com
icorating.com
icobazaar.com

Valuatin
Platforms
rad.report
smithandcrown.com

ICO Exchanges
hitbtc.com
yobit.net

Regulators
Ambassadors
none

Marketing 
Platforms
none

Underwriters
none



Project Economics

To consider whether a startup is a potential Issuer on ICO Max, a thorough due-diligence is first 
completed.  

This includes:

• Studying the documents about the formation of the company

• Reviewing and the startup’s team members, their backgrounds, and past success

• Review the Business Plan and business partners.  

• Preparing a report that can be reviewed by investors, Bountists and , the ideas and their 
implementation, check the previous projects - how successful they were, to conduct a 
due diligence. ICO Max offers a comprehensive solution of these problems, providing the 
investors, the startups, traders and that can used as a set of tools for the development of 
promising projects.

All the services and tools presented by ICO Max interact with each other, together forming 
a single integrated mechanism. Those things that other services provide separately, 
independently, ICO Max Platform has united by itself, ensuring the full interaction of 
components and individual services and reducing the transaction costs for the operation 
of these services. This allows to reduce the costs to all participants of ICO Max Platform and 
increase their profits.

Within the framework of ICO Max Platform, the following interrelated tools have been 
developed:

1. The insurance of investments. Purchasing the tokens the investor transfer a part of funds 
to insurance fund, from which in the case of scam of ICO the compensation will be paid. 
Insurance is an additional guarantee of safety of depositors’ funds.

2. The Startup Issuers listing and ICO, presented on the Platform.  The Startup Issuers located 
on ICO Max Platform get the full access to all Platform tools for their development.

3. Dynamic rating of start-ups and ICO based on the results of complex verification and 
evaluates the cost of tokens based on artificial intelligence. The rating allows investors and 
traders to make the right decision purchasing the shares of Startup Issuers and outlines the 
most promising ones.

4. Marketing. Within the framework of a single Platform, Startup Issuers are promoted. Special 
tools are provided for it. Online and offline advertising campaigns are conducted.

5. The exchange. To simplify the work of investors, traders, bountists and popularize the 
startup’s tokens, the Platform provides an internal cryptocurrency  exchange where it 
will be possible to exchange tokens of all the Startup Issuers located on Platform. This 
eliminates the unnecessary intermediaries and reduces the costs of Platform users.
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6. The evaluation of Startup Issuers. All Startup Issuers located on Platform undergo
a comprehensive evaluation, on the basis of which the cost of startup is determined and the 
prospects of its ideas are analyzed. A comprehensive evaluation is carried out of both the 
material assets of startup and its ideas and prospects of realization, that is the intangible 
assets.

7. The work with regulators. ICO Max applies the DAO principles to ICO. This means that the 
Platform will provide self-regulation functionality on the basis of blockchain and ICO Max 
will be registered by regulator in accordance with its requirements. All Startup Issuers on 
ICO Max Platform will undergo all necessary procedures.

Project Economics

The economic analysis of ICO Max is based on an integrated approach to the development of 
promising Startup Issuers.  ICO Max Platform partly is an incubator, where Startup Issuers can 
raise the funds necessary to develop their ideas.

All Startup Issuers pass the complex expertise of advisory board to be listed on ICO Max 
Platform.

There are plenty of Platforms that help Startup Issuers to raise the funds for their development. 
But most of them are highly specialized, provide a limited list of services, do not constantly 
evaluate the Startup Issuers, do not dynamically update the valuation and do not guarantee 
the results of their work. The main purpose of such Platforms is to raise money for listing and 
maintenance, guaranteeing investors nothing in return.

The uniqueness of ICO Max Platform is the complex of rendered services and tools for raising 
funds and developing Startup Issuers. Listing on the Platform, Startup Issuers are supported 
by a wide range of tools and a system of interaction with investors. They receive a reliable and 
transparent mechanism for interaction with each other. At the same time, the total price of 
maintenance on the Platform is reduced by  reducing the overhead of project maintenance 
and reducing the number of intermediaries.

ICO Max investors determine the basic parameters of Platform for interacting with Startup 
Issuers. ICO Max Platform is interested in the successful development and maintenance of 
base of investors and Startup Issuers, as their united efforts determine the company’s profits.
 

The Economic Analysis and Forecast 
of ICO Max Token Cost

Why it is Necessary to Buy 
ICO Max Tokens

1. To receive dividends. ICO Max Investors will receive dividends not only from the profits of 
ICO Max, but also from the profits of Startup Issuers located on the Platform. Being an 
investor of ICO Max you are an investor of all selected Startup Issuers.
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2. The investment protection. Making the investments, purchasing the shares or tokens, 
investors transfer the part of funds in the insurance fund. The insurance fund is the 
protection of investments in case of losses and scam the projects presented on  Platform. 
Thanks to smart contracts, the insurance fund is transparent.

3. The market is not occupied. There are no big players which would consolidate all the 
functionality planned in ICO Max Platform.

4. The valuation of startup tokens. An unique marketing services together with the dynamic 
analytics make ICO Max the only Platform that can evaluate the projects in dynamics.

5. Work with world regulators. Investors from all the countries will be protected by the self-
regulatory approach of DAO ICO realized in our Platform, which will be coordinated with 
the world regulators.

6. The global coverage. ICO Max develops its community of representatives on all continents 
and countries and forms a team that is able to develop the Company globally.

7. The global community of investors. Our main asset is investors who are looking for 
guarantees, reliability and transparency of their investments. These are the principles that 
drive us creating and developing a Platform.

8. The support of world’s top ICO advisers. Only the best specialists and analysts provide the 
reliability and confidence of results of our activities.

9. A team with 25 years of experience in the classical public securities market and having the 
experience of attracting $500 million USD for its work history.

10. Support of DigiCrypts that is  the publicly traded Canadian company, which provides a 
communication channel between ICO Max and global regulators.

Project Economics

The total results of planned activities of ICO Max are currently evaluated at $ 50 million. This 
evaluation is based on:

1. The completion of the development of marketing tools Flyerdrop and Airdrop;

2. A ready application for the informing about pre-sale and after-sales support;

3. A database of «subscribers» from more than 1,000,000 investors interested in ICO Max;

4. The expected growth of 10,000 additional subscribers per month;

The Evaluation 
of ICO Max Cost
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5. The establishment of an Advisory Board of 10 leading ICO industry leaders around the world

6. The development of the operating base of  ICO Max in Switzerland with a full Swiss legal 
and banking team;

7. The participation in three different ICO in which ICO Max will participate as lead underwriter 
(1 additional ICO is expected to be added every 60 days in 2018 and every 30 days in 2019);

8. Receiving the 10% fee for each ICO listing;

9. The distribution among shareholders the 50% of free cash profit, which is more than $ 20 
million annually.

Project Economics

ICO Max Tokens are Security tokens that are regulated by the rules for standard shares. This 
means that the issue of a digital currency, that is, tokens, is impossible without registration, 
therefore, the emissions are done by the accreditation of  regulator and the fulfillment of its 
requirements. The tokens of Startup Issuers located on the Platform are also Security and are 
the subject of mandatory registration.

The tokens of ICO Max and Startup Issuers located on the Platform are managed by smart 
contracts. The source code for each of smart contracts is publicly available so that anyone can 
check it. This ensures the security of transfers and the security of the tokens in wallets.

Investors will receive the dividends on tokens in accordance with the terms of payment for 
Startup Issuers located on the Platform. The part of tokens of each future startup will be 
transferred to the owners of ICO Max tokens. The payment of dividends on tokens is shown 
in the investor’s personal account. An internal exchange of ICO Max will be created where 
the tokens of all Startup Issuers registered on ICO Platform will be bought and sold. This 
will reduce the costs for listing of  tokens on external exchanges and the costs of traders for 
purchasing / selling tokens.

ICO Max tokens holders participate in the management of ICO Max’s activities by voting 
about the fundamental issues of ICO’s activities. The decision is made by a majority of votes. 
Each token holder has a number of votes proportional to the number of tokens that he 
owns. The procedure and timeframe for dividend payment is based on ICO activity results 
and  determined on the general meeting of tokens holders based on the voting conducted 
using the tools of ICO Max Platform.

A detailed financial plan can be obtained at its readiness after the registration on the site 
https://icomax.io
 

The Economic Analysis and Forecast 
of ICO Max Token Cost
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The basis of profit of ICO Max Platform is based on the investors and Startup Issuers 
represented on it. All Startup Issuers before the addition to Platform pass a comprehensive 
valuation of their capitalization and development prospects. ICO Max will also work to 
increase the number of advisers participating in Startup Issuers. Already in the community of 
advisers there are the best and most successful specialists in ICO industry with the  extensive 
experience.

The prospective Startup Issuers and convenient functional tools will attract new investors and 
traders to the Platform. For investors a complete verification is required in accordance with the 
KYC procedure. After that, in their account on ICO Max Platform they can buy any tokens or 
shares of the projects presented on the Platform. This will reduce the time and money costs for 
additional verification.

The additional protection of investors’ rights is guaranteed by  the system of token insurance, 
first developed and realized on ICO Max Platform.

The set of unique services provides a comprehensive approach to solving the problem of 
promotion of Startup Issuers and their further development, reduces the operational costs of 
Startup Issuers and increases their profits. The part of the profit of Startup Issuers is transferred 
to  ICO Max Platform for the payment of dividends, which affects to the rate of tokens.

The higher is the profit from the work of Startup Issuers, the more successful they are, the 
higher is the price of tokens of ICO Max Platform and Startup Issuers.

Why the ICO Max Token
will Grow

Project Economics
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Roadmap - 2018

March-May

June

July

July-August

August

August-
September

October

Closed presale

The launch of mobile application Flyerdrop for the 
first 10 selected Startup Issuers to test the concept 
of marketing and distribution channels

The launch of mobile application Airdrop for the first 
10 selected Startup Issuers, where the functionality 
of distribution of tokens through the social networks 
and referral system will be tested

Open presale

The launch of a full-featured investment 
Platform using the smart contracts based
on Ethereum

The start of ICO

The launch of a full-featured investment 
Platform based on its own blockchain
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Management
Team

The Team is what makes our company 
successful. We have gathered the best specialists 
from the Fintech and public securities markets, 
the fundraisers, the businessmen, the lawyers 
with a specialization in blockchain, as well as the 
marketers and developers with a huge proven 
experience.

The Partnerships -  ICO Max intends to establish 
the partnerships with technology companies, 
suppliers of blockchain technologies, as well as 
with the information providers of ratings and 
statistics for Startup Issuers and their founders 
for the consolidation of information. The main 
activity of ICO Max is building the relations with 
the representatives of world regulators. ICO Max 
will act as a bridge between the regulators and 
Startup Issuers, collecting investments for their 
development.
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Chris Carl
CEO, Toronto, Canada

He has more than 25 years of experience in launching public companies and 
working with Fortune-500 companies. He led two Startup Issuers till the 
capitalization of $400 and $600 million.

Sergey Shilnov
CVO, New York, USA

Developed a self-service terminal for retail using the cryptocurrency and 
payment on  spot. The founder of outsourcing company from Eastern Europe 
and several Startup Issuers in the USA.

Greg Limon
co-founder, Toronto, Canada

The founder of technical companies with 20 years of experience in 
business. The partner of the largest manufacturers of equipment for 
mining and suppliers of blockchain technologies.

Stan Milc
CSO, Madrid, Spain

He supports community of 500,000 subscribers from the blockchain industry, 
ICO and cryptoeconomics. He is working on the creation of a global group of 
influencers to support the ICO.
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David Posner
co-founder, Toronto, Canada

The founder of the 1st IPO in marijuana industry in Canada, the chairman of 
three successful public companies, attracted about $100 million on the stock 
markets. For 15 years is owning a successful Canadian real estate fund and is 
well known in the investor community as a person who creates the profitable 
companies.

Sean Kelly
Director, Switzerland office

Mr. Sean Kelly is founder of Stock Targets Ltd and serves as its Chief Executive 
Officer. Mr. Kelly is FOUNDER OF Kender Energy Inc. and serves as its Chief 
Executive Officer Chief Financial Officer AND DIRECTOR. Mr. Kelly Founded 
Kender Solar and structured its financings and stock market listing. He served 
as the Chief Executive Officer and President of Kender Energy Inc. Previously, 
he served as a Financial Analyst of LODH & Cie, the well known Swiss Bank, 
Bank SCS Alliance, Bank Edmond de Rothschild’s and the brokerage firm SG 
Warburg. He is a Columnist for the financial press and a radio host.

Legas support
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Simon Davenport
London, United Kingdom

A first-rate silk” and a “fearless advocate”, Simon Davenport QC practises 
in Insolvency, Civil Fraud and Commercial Dispute Resolution, including 
Arbitration cases. 
A trusted QC, he is head of all of Chambers’ groups in these areas and is 
widely acclaimed as a leading silk in these fields across the Bar, being named 
as a Leading Silk in the Legal 500 in Civil Fraud, Insolvency and Commercial 
Litigation . 
Simon was appointed joint Head of Chambers with Jeffrey Golden in April 2018. 

Sergey Litovchenko
London, United Kingdom

Associate at Pinsent Masons LLP 
Director at Fontile Limited and Sussex Lodge Properties . He established his 
first company at the age of 20 while in the second year of his law degree. For 
a long time he combined his studies with work on investment projects in 
such areas as finance, real estate and modern technologies. Nominated by 
the Companies House as the Young Company Director of the Year in 2005. 
Qualified as a solicitor in 2010. 

Malcom Tan
Singapore

Lawyer/entrepreneur, with multiple businesses and exposure and experience 
in multiple industries, including corporate advisory, telecommunications 
infrastructure, technology and finance (VC, PE) which are particularly on 
point for FinTech and the crowdfunding space. Malcolm contributes in-house 
legal knowledge and expertise as well as wide-ranging contacts enabling 
partnerships to be formed. Malcolm also has direct interests and/ or companies 
in legal services, corporate services, corporate advisory, finance and wealth 
management, digital marketing, etc which directly contribute to the success 
factors required for new companies and businesses. 

Legal Support
Team
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Simon Cocking
Dublin, Ireland

No. 1 by ICObench, the chief editor of Cryptocoin.News and Irish Tech News. 
He advised over 20 successful ICOs. As a speaker he spoke at cryptocurrency 
conferences in Dubai, Singapore, Moscow, Tel Aviv, Riga, Dublin and Helsinki.

Vladimir Nikitin
Saint-Petersburg, Russia

Vladimir world-class professional and business consultant with over ten years’ 
experience in the legal, finance, retail, and IT industries. Over the past three 
years, he developed a strong network of over 30 000 contacts in the crypto 
space. As an active supporter and advocate of blockchain technology, he 
provide consultancy and advice to selected ICOs. He offer assistance to ICO 
projects, for example in choosing the right jurisdiction or promoting the ICO in 
the CIS region (Russia, Belarus, Kazakhstan, Armenia).

Jason Hung
Taiwan

No. 4 by ICObench, an entrepreneur and inventor in the field of mobile 
technology, blockchain and digital marketing. For 20 years in business he has 
advised companies such as Treascovery, Chidopi, TimeBox, DateCoin, SuchApp, 
BitRewards, AIDA, ICONIC, Datarius and EZPOS.

Ian Scarffe
Krakow, Poland

Developed a self-service terminal for retail using the cryptocurrency and 
payment on  spot. The founder of outsourcing company from Eastern Europe 
and several Startup Issuers in the USA.
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Reuben Godfrey
Ireland

The Blockchain Association of Ireland is an advocacy group for blockchain 
technology in Ireland. Our ambition is to establish Ireland as a hub for 
innovation in this area: whether in the form of Bitcoin, Ethereum or commercial 
applications of blockchain.

Nathan Christian
San Diego, United States

No. 2 by ICObench, the expert on the blockchains of Etherium and Bitcoin 
cryptocurrencies, the developer of ICO strategies with more than 35 Startup 
Issuers in the portfolio..

Ismail Malik
London, United Kingdom

Able to provide leadership and strategic direction to support service-focused 
and cost effective activities related to sourcing, contracting, and acquisition of 
eMoney, Mobile services, and Alternative Finance. 
Building Connections with local players enabling stronger deeper distribution 
networks and fast tracking onboarding/activation.
Designing a disruptive decentralized approach to innovation for rapid growth.
Building geo targeted ethnic distribution networks.

David Drake
New York, USA

No. 5 by ICObench, an international entrepreneur, an investor, an consultant and 
founder of LGD Capital. He is working with more than 50 global directors. One of 
the developers of JOBS (Jumpstart Our Business Startups) act, which stimulated 
the development of ICO and investments in the United States.
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Phillip Nunn
Manchester, United Kingdom

Entrepreneur, CEO and international speaker on Blockchain, Cryptocurrency 
and fintech. Phillip Nunn founded The Blackmore Group in 2013. Today it’s 
grown into a business with substantial assets under management and a suite 
of investment products across multiple classes for individuals and institutions in 
the UK and overseas.

Ken Tachibana
London, United Kingdom

His passion is brainstorming and integrating impactful ideas on 
FutureSmartTech, top 1% talents, high performance and creative organizations, 
and strategic and innovative financing accessing integrated capital markets, 
i.e., Public/ICO/Venture Funding through Blockchain Infrastructures. 
Currently Engaged in Cyber Exec Retained Executive Search, focusing on 
FutureSmartTech. 

Luis Carranza
London, United Kingdom

Strategy & Innovation Director with an Entrepreneurial Flare
In Agencies, I’m a comfortable and capable Digital Strategy Director, Head 
of Social Media, Brand Planner, Comms Planner, Digital Strategist, Content 
Strategist and even Creative Technologist.

Xiaochen Zhang
Washington D.C. Metro Area

Xiaochen Zhang, President, FinTech4Good, Blockchain Frontier Group, 
UN ESCAP Digital Economy Task Force Xiaochen leads the design and 
implementation of FinTech4Goods’s strategy which aims to introduce impactful 
fintech and blockchain solutions to frontier markets through incubation, 
acceleration and investment. He brings more than 16 years of thought 
leadership and global experience to build impactful solutions and scale up 
innovative ideas in North America, Africa, Latin America, Europe and Asia. 
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Hugh Austin
Port Jefferson, New York, USA

Small Cap Nation & Corporate Connect provides premier access to Family 
Offices/UHNWI for ICO’s, Public & Private Companies Worldwide. Our award 
winning anchors and correspondents produce engaging, HD-quality videos 
from our studios at NASDAQ & NYSE. We then distribute this content across 
our proprietary network of active investors, funds and institutions in the small 
& micro cap sector. As media sponsors for Family Offices, UHNWI, and investor 
events worldwide-- SCN maintains an unparalleled database of the highest 
quality of investors. In the last 12 months our team has lead events in Silicon 
Valley, Southern California, Washington D.C, New York City, Zurich, Monaco, 
Germany, and Dubai. 

Dipankar Bose
London, United Kingdom

A global management consulting and business transformation professional 
with a proven record of successful delivery within Fortune 500 companies 
having ~7 years of transformation delivery experience within Risk, Regulation, 
Compliance and Technology. Regulations include BaFin, MIFID and Liquidity 
Risk management infrastructure programs. Key clients include Hartford 
Financial, PHH Corporation, Wells Fargo Bank & Blackrock. Led team sizes of >10 
and managed projects > $1M.
2 years of client-site experience with Wells Fargo Bank-US & Hartford Financial-
US. Leading & Delivering Technology Strategy Engagements.

Michael Kiook Jeoung
Singapore

Michael Kiook Jeoung is an ICT strategist, global business developer and AI-
finance expert. His concentration is on distributed ledger technology and 
AI driven service strategy. He worked for Cisco Systems, OECD, Ministry of 
Land where he was instrumental to both private and public sector innovative 
initiatives for the block chain technology(DLT), smart city, cloud platform-
services, IoT and ubiquitous computing-sensor network. He has 14+ years of 
experience in strategic consulting and has created success stories for various 
edge technologies and services with fundamental business framework 
and process. He has also worked for the advisory committee for Ministry of 
Agriculture and Ministry of Defense of Korea.
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Do Yeop Kim
Manchester, United Kingdom

As a former official of the United Nations, he has extensive experiences working 
in conflict and post-conflict settings, covering wide range of continents, such 
as Europe, the Middle East, Asia and Africa. Having been appointed to various 
leadership roles, most recently served as Tactical Commanding Officer, he has 
proven track record to strategises and lead various operations. He joined Atlas as 
Director, Business Development to elevate it business scale and growth to the 
next level.

Victor Chow
Singapore, Hong Kong, China, Japan

A seasoned IT serial entrepreneur and senior corporate management leader 
turned investor and business mentor with over 28 years of work experience 
in the Information Technology, Telecommunications, Financial Services and 
Education industries, including several years of overseas assignments in the 
Silicon Valley USA, UK, Europe, Japan, Korea, China, Germany, Australia and the 
Philippines in the fields of managing country operations, sales and marketing, 
CXO engagements, strategic account management, business consulting, 
product development, IT outsourcing and education services.

Emile Dubie
London, United Kingdom

Emile Dubie Co-Founder treehouse. He started his career in the buy side 
industry as an Equity Research Analyst with a specific focus on the US 
Information & Technology sector. 

Tal Ben-Artzi
Israel

Tal is an Israeli Olympian Entrepreneur and a Penn State University Alumni. 
She is a 10X + Israeli National Champion in Track & Field. Tal is an advisor on 
several blockchain projects as well as traditional sectors projects. She is currently 
involved with a variety of startups, partnering, consulting with and advising are 
key areas of her participation. Her Israeli and global network serve as the ground 
for her to bridge the gap internationally
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Alex Chang
Taipei City, Taiwan

Familiar with the Internet, Blockchain technology, game industry and 
telecommunications industry, so far nearly 20 years. Rich experience in business 
development, project development and higher level management. Working 
experience in multinational corporation (Citibank, IBM, Sony), have working 
experience in Japan, US, and Taiwan companies. Experienced and strong 
leadership for initializing start-up companies, joint venture companies and 
investment projects to enterprises

Aliya Prokofyeva
Moscow, Russia

Founder of space technologies companies, with more than 10 years experience 
in innovation technologies industry. Founder of first space ICO project. Well 
known in international business and space community. Forbes contributor.

Janet Lee
Singapore

Ms Janet Lee the founder of Venture Capital Network who has 18 years’ 
experience working in the bank & capital market. With the rich experience 
exposes in the investment scene & traditional fundraising in capital markets, 
Janet understands fully the concerns & difficulties of business owners & 
investor’s aspiration. The mechanism of capital market not only able to help 
businesses capitalize, leverage on public funding but also help scale up the 
business. Similarly, protecting investor’s interest is equally utmost paramount 
here to protect investor interest. At VCN, we carefully study & evaluating the 
business plan, the team, sustainability, scalability, the vision & benefits to the 
economic before taking on the assignments. 



Benny Jung
Seoul, Korea

Benny Jung Bachelor of Economics, Kyungnam University (Korea) MBA, 
Accounting, Graduate school of business administration, Ajou University (Korea) 
Certified technology transfer agent, Ministry of Trade Industry and Energy 
(Korea) 
Optical communication & Ubiquitous specialist, Korea Telecommunications 
Engineer Association Business Development Director, OpenchainK, Korean 
blockchain leading company.
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Kate Korolkevich
Moscow, Russia

Kate has almost 20 years of diverse experience in doing business and financial 
consulting for the leading financial institutions in the USA, Russia, UK and 
other European countries. She has successfully established global contacts 
network and long-term relationships with institutional investors, hedge funds, 
private equity funds. Through her career, Kate hold several executive positions, 
including Director of International Sales and Trading at MDM Bank and Senior 
VP Equity Sales at Glitnir Securities(Moscow branch). Prior to her career in 
finances, Kate was a part of Deloitte consulting practice in New York, worked for 
fast-growing US telecom company TelX. In 2009, she has founded a NY-based 
advisory boutique firm Galatea Capital Advisors.

Rana Mukherji
Dubai

Rana is a seasoned and professional branded hotelier with almost twenty years 
experience in managing, operating, and running five-star hotels. He is intimately 
familiar with the modern days hotel owners challenges and requirements 
involved in finding and acquiring guests, and in exceeding their every 
expectation to ensure a superlative experience. Serving with Marriott, Regent, 
and Fairmont Raffles International, Rana spent more than a decade focussed 
on the Fairmont and Raffles brands. He has run and operated hotels across the 
Middle East, India, North America, and Africa. Most recent appointment, Rana 
was General Manager Hospitality for IFA Hotel Investment with a asset value of 
$2 Billion and spearheaded a joint venture of Bespoke Hotels. 
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Alexander Kondrashov
Moscow, Russia

Youtube blogger with 1.100.000 subscribers,  and Co-Founder at Futurama 
Blockchain Summit 

Alexander Bayov
Saint Petersburg, Russia

Alex has an extensive network of professional contacts and relationships with 
clients and investors that he built over close to 15-years professional career in PE 
& VC, Invesment Management, M&A (EY, Belgravia WM, Baltinvest, RCIF Group 
among others) as well as in Real Estate Development with focus on GR, B2B 
Sales and Management (Mettem Holding’s, MCD-PKF, PSK Venture, Geo-Design, 
City Profit, Razvitie Holding). While working in M&A boutique Investorium, a 
former member of mid-market M&A partnership IMAP with 60 offices around 
the globe, Alex gained experience in cross-border deals, market-entry strategies 
and capital raising. 

David Vaz
Canada & Hawaiian Islands

David Vaz, Chairman/CEO of GEOPERKS INTERNATIONAL HOLDINGS with over 
15 years deploying several million dollar projects in the Banking, Telecom & 
Wireless Industry as a Lead Consultant for Fortune 500 Companies. 
He has advised and consulted for Nortel Networks, Wells Fargo Bank, BofA on 
projects relating to LAN/WAN ATM Encryption, Security, DATA ANALYTICS AI 
MACHINE LEARNING etc. David is a Canadian National Wrestling Champion and 
1984 Canadian Olympic Team Member

Michael Tan
Singapore

A seasoned technopreneur with over 20 years consulting and investing 
experience in the Asia Pacific region, working with MNCs, SMEs and startups. 
Involved in startups as seed investor, mentor and manager. Comprehensive 
career of over 18 years, working in China, Taiwan, Hong Kong, South Korea, 
Indonesia and Malaysia. Currently building TRXX Network, the world first supply 
chain protocol for the decentralised web.



Saket Joshi
North Goa, Goa, India

COO and Co-Founder at Eighty5 Techonologies.
CryptoCurrency Consultant and Investor . Marketing Analyst . Blogger . Content 
Creator . Passionate . Hustler
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Shashwat Gupta
Singapore 

Shashwat heads up business development at the popular crypto YouTube 
channel Altcoin Buzz, which sees thousands of views on their daily videos from 
almost 300,000 subscribers. 

David Braun
Greater New York City Area

Management of different B2C internet businesses including brand strategy and 
websites promotion.
Specialties: Search engine optimisation, Development of affiliate programs, 
Online branding, Online marketing.

Koh Chen Tien Capt
Dubai, United Arab Emirates 

E-Entrepreneur, Mentor, Connector, Innovator, Source and a Spiritual Being, 
passionate on developing and nurturing more Entrepreneurs for a Happier and 
Healthier world for the well-being of all Humanity.
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Karine Kosnakian
London, United Kingdom

Karine is a High-Performance Strategist, Entrepreneur & Advisor.
She is a result-oriented entrepreneur, trainer and facilitator with over 23 years of 
international experience and a solid track record of improving revenue through 
proper planning and execution. 
She has worked with Global Leaders and Executives in the Blockchain, Mining, 
and Finance sectors in North America, Europe and the Middle East.
Before incorporating Society 1531, Karine assisted executives in their global 
operations. She has launched successful businesses in various industries and 
has extensive experience as an entrepreneur and business owner. 

Ciprian Filip
Romania

Results oriented professional passionate about top performance achievement 
tactics in productivity. Able to provide strategic advice for eCommerce ventures, 
agribusiness, oil & gas, clean energy, technology and vertical farming. Paying 
high interest for digital currencies, decentralized storage, secure smart 
contracts, IOT and AI. Significant experience in providing strategy consulting, 
process improvement, cultural change and integration, collaboration 
methodologies to internal and external clients. 

Choi Namkyu
Korea

System analsys / Design / Development / maintance / process modeling for 17 
years now focusing on payment and blockchain with forign company. Master 
degree in Chunguk Nation University in Korea in 2004 Have been Software 
developer and BA in financial field for 10 years. Have main skill like JAVA, Oracle 
OCP 10g, SQL, HTML, Java Script, Pro*C, PL/SQL Was RSA(UML) based process 
modeling guide Interested in CLOUD and big data, FinTEch

Global Representative 
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Irina Voit
Rome, Italy

Irina Voit has a Master’s degree in Linguistics and is fluent in Russian, English, 
French and Italian. Born in Russia, Irina has lived in the south of France and 
northern Italy as well, and has developed humanitarian, real estate and 
hospitality projects for European and Russian companies. She is involved 
with market research, strategic planning, and information technology. Before 
earning her Master’s degree, Irina attended the School of Art in Voronezh, 
where she studied graphics, painting, sculpture and art history. For the past five 
years, she has specialized in helping Russians and Europeans with relocation 
and business research and development.

Umar Shafiq
Korea

An Electronics Engineer with a huge passion for Blockchain, Cryptocurrency, 
Cryptography, Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT), Bitcoin, Ethereum, FinTech, 
Cardano and HashGraph.

Anna Besstsastnova
London, United Kingdom
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Alena Pakhomova
Linux System Administrator | Kharkov, Ukraine

Works as Linux administrator over 8 years, has rich experience with cloud 
techonologies,Amazon EC2, S3, IAM,Route53, etc. Worked with development 
and implementation of Continuous Integration, has CISCO certificates in 
sphere -  PC Hardware and Software, Routing Protocols and Concept, Wireless 
and LAN Switch»

Igor Klimovskiy
Team lead | Sofia, Bulgaria

Igor is a technical specialist with a huge experience in commercial 
development in Java and Big Data world. Also Igor have been participating in 
Blockchain and Ethereum (Smart Contracts) about one year.

Yaroslav Pyptiuk
User Interface Designer | Kyiv, Ukraine

Specialising in user interface, usability, interaction design and user experience, 
with strong understanding of graphic design, identity design, and branding & 
promoting beautiful digital products, brands, and experiences, whose work is 
rooted in clarity, a sense of humor, and value through effort.

Dinara Vishnevskaya
Business Analyst, Project Manager | Sofia, Bulgaria

Dinara is a project manager with over 10 years of experience in huge 
international projects, where her role included business analysis, management, 
and organization of complicated events from the very idea to the successful 
result with all parties satisfied.

Development
Team



Denis Timofeev
Java Developer | Moscow, Russia

Denis has worked as a software developer for over 15 years, participated in a 
number of commercial and governmental projects.

Danylo Golovanchuk
Front-end Developer | Lviv, Ukraine

A young and experienced web developer of beautiful and optimized web 
applications and sites. Experience – more than 7 years in the field of web 
development, more than 3 years of commercial development. On portfolio – 
more than 10 large projects, more than fifty websites and a lot of developments 
for open-source and customer’s projects. Works on freelance with a lot of 
clients from different countries – from USA to Australia.

Development Team
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